
SYNESIS is a network data recorder that can 
continuously capture up to 100Gbps.  SYNESIS, being 
an all-in-one packet capture system, is easily 
deployed in data centers, remote site branches, and 
test labs as a physical appliance.  Configuration is 
minimal so it can be installed and capturing high 
speed traffic in minutes.

Existing network tools just can’t keep up with today’s 
traffic rates caused by increased user demand for 
bandwidth intensive applications.  The result -
oversubscription of tools which leads to mis-
diagnosis.  Only SYNESIS is able to capture all 
network packet data completely and at high 
granularity.

The Network Industry’s First 100G Packet Capture Appliance

Capture 100% / Replay 100%

Industry's first Zero Packet-Loss Full Duplex 
Stream-to-Disk Solution up to 100Gbps

Support for 1G/10G/40G/100G interfaces 

Storage capacity configurations from 5TB to 300TB 
(Optional)

Web browser based Protocol Analyzer with real-
time decode.

Wireshark analyzer can be installed as a plugin

Open Architecture with REST  

Built-in Network and Application performance 
analytic engines

Strong data indexing provides fast packet retrieval 
from storage

Detect microburst traffic in 100 microsec intervals

Available as complete turn-key system

Multi-TB captured packets playback in micro-
second level allowing to replay microburst traffic

Packets can be edited before sending to network 

HIGHLIGHTS

Improve customer experience

Prevent loss of business due to network downtime

Insure network infrastructure vendors have 
complete data for troubleshooting

Extend the value of existing network tools with 
automated actions

Reduce network operating cost with better team 
collaboration and efficiency

BENEFITS

Now with Replayer! 

Replay single packets or data from extended long 
term capture sessions.  Perfect application for 
R&D/QA and Field Support teams!

*Replayer availability based on model
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Packet Capture

Application Performance Monitoring Support

Figure 1:  APM and NPM analysis

By using the capture indexing function, the KPI 
(Key Performance Indicator) network status can 
be ascertained at a trend level basis.

Intelligent Report Builder

Figure 2:  Intelligent report engine with drag and drop ability

Users can build reports by using drag -and -drop 
with modular graphic components and  pre-
defined templates.  The reports can be created 
daily, weekly and monthly with auto notification 
function.

Customized and Profiling Dashboard

Figure 3:  Customized and Profiling Dashboard

The Dashboard is a page that displays real-time 
trend information for each selected agent.
Each user will have their own dedicated 
configurable dashboards display which also 
allows customization on display widget and 
page level.
Any dashboards added or removed are user 
base. Multiple dashboard profiles are supported

Packet Replayer

Figure 4:  Packet Replayer – Replay real life traffic 

Real-life Wire-rate Traffic capture and replay 
up to 100Gbps with micro-second level 
packet gap granularity. the following items 
can be replaced from the packet header 
within the PCAP file.
-MAC address
-VLAN ID
-IP address (v4/v6)
.

SYNESIS is a capture appliance compatible with 
10M/100M/1G/10G/100G networks that can 
capture traffic at wire speed without data loss. 
A backup function allows saving to PCAP files 
automatically while capturing. The storage 
destination can either be a local or remote file 
system.


